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We Give Our Best To Be Our Best

Ph. 56 574 224

Our Vision: To enable all students to achieve their full potential and to develop into confident, well-rounded citizens.
Flexible and Remote Learning Supervision Times:

8:30 Foyer 8:45 Yard Supervision 3:30-3:45pm Afternoon Yard Duty

PRINCIPAL’S MESSAGE
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Did you ever hear about the Principal who decided to
play on Seesaw and fell down a deep, deep rabbit hole?
Well that’s what happened yesterday. After spending
hours on OHS(yawn), I thought I’d visit Seesaw, have a bit
of a play around and like Alice in Wonderland, I fell deep
down into Seesaw and as I ‘fell’ down the rabbit hole I
saw the fantastic learning, connections and feedback happening in
cyberspace– the current classroom.
As I ‘fell’ I saw

RECEPTION TIMES
The foyer will be open at
the following times:

Monday
 Until 12 noon, 3pm-4pm
Tues, Wed, Thurs
 Until 9:30am , 3pm-4pm

Friday
 Until 9:30am, 12nn-4pm
 Mrs Tranter giving verbal positive and constructive feedback to her students.
Reception will operate
 Walker Franks thanking Mrs Peterson for the cheeky monkey book and
normally from 8:30-4:00
showing the circular paper planes he made with his dad.
 Mrs Trezise hiding in her spare room trying to read a story to her students
uninterrupted.
 Charlie B-H solving a swimming pool problem (8+6=14)
 Daisy writing the rules for playing Twister Shot for PE
 Leo answering orangutan questions and posting a photo of the Melbourne
Zoo (I think)
 Mrs Renden quizzing Jack B on how he solved the pipe problem
 Ava S has posted 85 items!
 Mrs Sheppard reading The Diary of a Wimpy Kid “The Getaway” as part of
Wellbeing Wednesday to 3/4M
 3/4P seems to have morphed into 3/4 Pineapple
 Max T verbally recording his responses to the maths problems
 Stella loved reading Violet Mackerel and sought spelling assistance from her
teachers
 Bradley reading about orangutans with improved fluency as feedback by
Mrs McRae (Bradley- Can you remember how long they can live in the
wild?)
 Ms Linton wore a blue wig for their science week story
 Tomieka did a BTN project on the Proteus underwater science lab
 A quick visual glance of the students in 6J who completed the underwater
activity
 Mrs Jamieson likes ‘chatting’ with her students and creating bitmojis for her
postings
 Isobel sharing her maths learning with Ms Linton
 Josh B for the many different answers using four 4s and the various maths
operations
 Ellie problem solving with pasta.

ONSITE
SUPERVISION ELIGIBILITY
Onsite supervision is only
available to the following:
Children
 who cannot be supervised
at home and no other
arrangements can be
made (this means no one is
home) or
 whose parents cannot work
from home or
 in out of home care or
 with a disability or
 deemed vulnerable by
Child Protection, Family
Services or the school
through referrals from
various agencies or services.
Please note for equity, the
onsite supervision is the same
as the home programsupervision of assigned tasks.

Thanks to all the parents and carers who have shown great patience, resilience and determination in
supporting their students to use the learning platforms. We can’t wait until the children are back learning with
us face to face but until then I will have to wander through Seesaw rather than classrooms to see the great
learning happening.
Take Care, Brett Smith
DO YOU NEED TO CONTACT YOUT CHILD’S TEACHER OR SEEK REMOTE AND FLEXIBLE LEARNING SUPPORT?
 Email inverloch.ps@education.vic.gov.au for an ‘asap’ phone call
 Pure Chat on the weebly website https://homelearningatikps.weebly.com
 Ring Inverloch PS 56 741 253

You can’t change the wind, but you can adjust the sails.

YEAR 3 AND 4 CAMPS
Unfortunately the Year 3 and 4 camps have had to be cancelled due to the current Department of Education
COVID guidelines and the uncertainty of camps running in Term 4. This decision was based on the available
information and consultation with both camps. Understandably the students will be disappointed.

Next week we will Compass out how payments for the Year 4 Candlebark Camp can be refunded to families.
STUDENT-TEACHER PHONE CALLS
Have you booked a 1;1 phone chat for your child with their teacher? Bookings can be made at :
www.schoolinterviews.com.au

What's happening in remote Visual Art?

Code hubtv

Artist of the week continues each week!

This week Walker in grade two featured on the website with his mixed media piece showing tree reflections in water.
This week in remote Visual Art we've been reflecting on our relationship with the ocean. It's been great to see the artwork
coming in on the school's remote and flexible learning website, and if you still want to share your art you can by uploading a
photo of it into the specialist section on the site where it says, "show Miss Reark your Art", you can also leave a comment.
Next week we get hands on into the local environment with collecting found organic materials and tying them together to
form hanging art. I look forward to seeing your art!
Sarah Reark

Spanish Remote Learning
We are so lucky to live close by the sea, but this weeks’ rainy and cold weather
has probably got us all dreaming about someplace else! During remote
learning, as part of the Spanish program at IKPS, you and your family are
invited to virtually travel to different Spanish speaking countries. Each week,
there is a selection of adventures that your family can take part in, and learn
more about a country along the way. This week, our students flew directly to
Venezuela, and had the option of trying an icy drink, discovering the world’s
tallest waterfall, or pretend they were relaxing on a tropical beach. Next week,
we board a luxury cruise to the idealic Dominican Republic, and a whole menu
of ‘Chose your own Adventure’ awaits!
Your family can see that Spanish is on our daily learning plans for Thursday afternoon, but you can have a
go whenever it suits. You’re welcome to share the idea with your extended family – perhaps you could
have a virtual meet and talk about what you’ve learnt, or share recipes and dance moves! There are extra
links on the Specialist page of the home learning website, and no prior travel knowledge or Spanish
language is required! Buen viaje, Maestra.

We are very excited to introduce the ABC Reading Eggs program to our junior school beginning next
week. This is an Australian program developed by the Blake Education literacy team. The program is
the result of over 3 years’ research and work designed to bring 21st century technology to the key
task of getting children successfully started on the journey to becoming proficient and motivated
readers.
Whilst we are introducing Reading Eggs and Reading Eggspress during our Remote and Flexible
Learning journey, we look forward to continuing to use this program in grades Prep, 1 and 2 to
complement our reading instruction. If you have any questions please contact your classroom
teacher, or have a look at the Reading Eggs Parent Brochure, that is attached.

